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Meeting Minutes
Date:
April 2, 2014
Time: 3:10-4:10
Location:
Cafe
Facilitator: Helen Wolfe
Committee:
Sean Sharp, Elizabeth Kotz, David Elliott,Kelly Harris, Helen Wolfe
Attendees: Sean Sharp,Elizabeth Kotz, David Elliott, Helen Wolfe
Minutes: Brief summary of meeting
Summary We discussed a number of topics at this meeting. We talked about the parent portal for
elementary which for now will be a narrative, for comments and updates. A letter will be going home for
both primary and secondary to remind parents to log on to the parent portal.
I brought up the VAP program and talked about how it is not working for Bridgehampton students. Students
need contact with a teacher and need teacher direction. The VAP program is fine for self-directed students,
however it seems to be too much to do if the student is not given time within the school day to work on the
subject, something that needs to be considered for students who want to do it next year. We also discussed
distance learning for AP courses and Sean said that you just need a web cam. Elizabeth mentioned the Stony
Brook Scholarship program for college credit for advanced students and said she felt it was a better option
than AP courses as it gave the students college credit. She also mentioned SARAS, and sent me two links for
the two programs.
We discussed the usage of the ipads for the middle school and feel there is a need for more training for the
teachers and the students. I have not used them and I see students playing games on them during AIS. Dave
said that he could use them in his music program if he could get the ap smart music. Sean said he would get
Dave an ipad and set it up for him. Elizabeth suggested using ipads as a reward and to have them do Lexia,
which encourages reading.
We said that at the next meeting we want to look at the goals and decide what goals to work on for next year.
Sean said he checked and the field trip packet is not a policy but a procedure. Tammy is working on a
checklist for it.

Action Items
Action Item
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Due Date
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It is the mission of the Bridgehampton School to inspire lifelong intellectual curiosity and respectful individual expression by
reaching beyond our school community and teaching all students the essential skills to actively participate in the global
community and to flourish in the 21st Century.

1.

Elizabeth- send us the links for the 2 programs

2.

Find the goals packet for the next meeting

Elizabeth

done

Helen
3.

Write up the minutes

Done.
Helen

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Completed by: _________Helen
Wolfe__________________________________________________________
Date: __________4/8/2014_________________________________________________________________

